
Paper Flowers Wall Decoration
Instructions No. 2482

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 3 Hours

Flower power for your wall - this wall deco with flowers is an absolute eye-catcher. The petals and flowers
are made of paper. Shapes are punched out with various motif punches and arranged into flowers.

Create paper flowers wall decoration
1. Coat the wooden sign with wood varnish. This seals the surface and at the same time highlights the wood grains
beautifully. Allow the varnish to dry completely.

2. Print out the template for the vase and transfer it to the embossing board. Cut out the vase. To make the vase more stable,
you can also stabilise it with another layer of embossing card. 

3. Punch out hearts and ovals from the different papers with the motif punches and fold them in half. Assemble a flower from
each of 7 hearts of the same size. 

4. Glue the vase to the bottom of the board and arrange the flowers and leaves on top. Fix everything in place with craft glue.

Must Have



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

17594 Coloured paper assortment "Trend" 1

54336116 Craft punch "Heart" 7.5 cm 1

54336114 Craft punch "Heart" 3.8 cm 1

54336113 Craft punch "Heart" 2.5 cm 1

54336194 Craft punch "Oval", 3,8 cm 1

701730-95 Embossed cardboard Milan, approx. 50 x 70 cm, 220 g/sqmWhite 1

698078 VBS Decorative wood panel 1

121262 VBS Priming brush "Size 3", 23 mm, 10 pieces 1

111065 VBS Handicraft glue85 g 1

Coloured paper assortment "Trend"

5,99 €
(1 m2 = 4,79 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/coloured-paper-assortment-trend-a328206/
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